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Tegan and Sara Heartthrob press photos 2013

without a flash. It’s a daunting task, but, for her, it was a necessary
challenge. She strives to reinvent live-music photography in a
time when every audience member has a smartphone poised for
picture taking, posing both an artistic and technical challenge.
But it’s clear her now-expert use of available lighting and classic
compositions will forever set her work apart as a true professional
artist. And the intimacy Lindsey manages to find in a positively
crowded place is just beautiful and important in itself.

LINDSEY BYRNES is a portrait and fashion photographer
who’s worked with the best upcoming indie acts and the most
established musical artists—everyone from Scarlett Johansson,
Fun., and Tegan and Sara to Leonard Cohen and Willie
Nelson. Her work at first glance feels distinctly casual, almost
photodocumentary, but such is the artistry of her images, as
she captures each subject in a sincere moment: still performers
but without the masks. And this is exactly why we love her live
photography, because every image here of a singing siren with a
microphone screams to be seen as both a composed portrait and
an impromptu moment of wild abandon adrift in the music.
For Byrnes, music moves her to lift her camera and capture that
moment when the audience and artist are swept away together.
She started shooting concerts while working for Thrasher magazine
in the days of film. Not every frame was perfect, but some of her
favorite shots came from those first roles of 1600 capturing The
Vines. There were only a few standout shots, but they continue
to be her personal favorites. “I think I cried to my friend, Luke
Ogden, who was the photo editor at Thrasher, because I thought
that I’d failed. He told me that I was lucky to get a few shots
I liked and that I shouldn’t expect to have a whole roll full of
amazing shots. He said, ‘keep shooting, always keep shooting.’ I
did and I have.” And thank goodness she kept shooting, because
her portfolios are full of stunning photographs that would be
sorely missed.

Byrnes’ scholarly and studious approach to developing an artistic
style ranks high as an element that elevates her form, but it’s
perhaps what motivates her that is most important. She says, “I
am motivated by the obsession to capture ‘that perfect moment.’
I am obsessed with it.” This obsessive nature, a need and desire
to create, ensures us many more years of excellent photographs
from Lindsey Byrnes, and we’re pretty thankful for it.

Early in her career, after those few first shots of The Vines, Lindsey
took up the challenge of learning how to shoot in a dark club
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Today she shoots a wide variety of musicians, and she’s not picky
when it comes to genres, but she loves working with bands that
bring unorthodox energies and antics to the stage. “I like to
figure out their sets. Touring with a band for a little while is the
ultimate, even if it is just a week.” A constant student, Lindsey
continues to shoot musicians simply because she likes them, and
it’s this simplicity and curiosity that drives her work, making
itself utterly apparent in her photographs. Lindsey captures the
raw passion in her subjects, shooting these singers and drummers
and guitarists as you imagine they might look slaving away over a
melody in their private studios. Except these photographs show
the artists performing before a crowd of thousands.
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Mae Whitman for Rachel Antonoff

FUN., 2012
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Florence and the Machine, Austin City Limits, 2012
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Austra, Echoplex LA, 2011

Gossip, Coachella, 2011
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Cage the Elephant, Coachella, 2011
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Willie Nelson, Stagecoach, 2007

Paramore, 2012
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